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Analysis of Kaija Saariaho’s “Orion” for orchestra;  
Extrapolation on naturalistic variation 
 
Introduction 
 This essay has two purposes.  The first is to fulfill the MUS 210 (Musical 
Analysis) course requirement, by extrapolating useful compositional principles from 
analysis of an assigned musical work, in this case Kaija Saariaho’s ​Orion​ for orchestra. 
My analysis focuses on Saariaho’s idiomatic melodic variations for orchestral soloists in 
mvt. II of Orion, ​Winter Sky​.  This passage is a uniquely engaging part of ​Orion​, and its 
distinctive style of variation prompted me to think more expansively about different 
categories, methods, and modalities of musical variation.  I particularly identify Saariaho’s 
writing for winds in ​Winter Sky​ as having evocative parallels with variation in the natural 
world, and see in this connection an opportunity to imagine ways to meld my own equally 
strong interests in music and the natural sciences.  
For my extrapolations, I have chosen diverse examples of natural variation: in bird 
song, I consider variations in song between individuals of a species (idiolects), between 
related but separated groups (dialects), in snapshot, over time, by transcriptions, spectral 
analysis, and by more more abstract modelling.  In human language, I will consider a 
somewhat more specific model, which is the observed differences in word choice between 
male and female American English speakers, and how observations thereof could suggest 
interesting possibilities for heterophonic or simultaneous variation.  Likewise I have 
imagined how music could be modelled on each of these phenomena, referring to 
1
biological and linguistic literature as well as naturalistic and anecdotal observation.  Of 
primary extrapolatory interest in this endeavor is to explore facts about the world in search 
of models for music; specifically, models which suggest novel approaches to musical 
variation. Ultimately, the purpose of this process is to learn more deeply what many 
different “flavors” of variation can accomplish musically and rhetorically.  
This essay is additionally presented as a capstone paper in the Master of Arts 
Degree.  I will close with a discussion of Saariaho’s compositional process, as it is 
publicly known.  Some of her methods and inclinations, such as the drawing of visual 
diagrams and enduring reference to verbal, visual, and dreamed inspirations, align with 
my own natural inclinations.  However, these same tendencies and practices have been, or 
seemed to be, perennial stumbling blocks in my own compositional attempts.  This 
suggests that a change in my orientation toward initial impetus and schematic 
pre-planning could be a positive development, and that examining Saariaho’s work in 
particular could yield insights in this direction.  Others aspects of Saariaho’s process of 
composition, especially the use of spectral analysis for derivation of material, are 
unfamiliar to my own work now, but are of interest for future learning and composing. 
Overall, this concluding discussion will provide an opportunity to imagine potential 
solutions for tangles in my own creative process, offer a summary of how my 
extrapolations may be useful to others, and to codify key insights gained while studying in 
this program.  
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Analysis of ​Winter Sky; ​variation as general principle in music and nature 
Saariaho’s ​Orion ​was included in the Winter 2019 MUS 210 syllabus, and 
presented an opportunity to analytically trace the influence of a group of programmatic 
inspirations through a realized composition.  The composer’s publicly acknowledged 
points of departure for ​Orion​ were visual, atmospheric, emotional, and literary in nature. 
In GroupS, we identified Saariaho’s musical representation of these influences.  For 
example, we know from her own account that the experience of seeing the ​Bridal Couple 
and ​Rotted Pair ​diptych was musically realized in the two-part structure of mvt. I 
Memento mori​.  We also found that the imperfect symmetry and evocative, atmospheric 
associations of the constellation Orion were represented in motivic contour and harmonic 
ground respectively, especially in mvt. II ​Winter Sky​.  The mythological Orion was shown 
to transform from an earthly to celestial entity by the shift in dominant timbre from winds 
and woody percussion to metallic percussion in Mvt. III, ​Hunter ​.  
In the piece overall, Saariaho employs several alternatives to Romantic or classical 
methods of varying and transforming melody.  While the surface of Orion is that of a 
neo-Romantic tone poem, melodic and figural variation throughout the work seem 
distinctly quantitative, focusing on manipulation of short cells rather than lyricism or 
poignant inflection of themes.  We observed that structural points of arrival and affective 
ruptures were marked by stark changes in the motivic layer.  A change of direction from 
all upward scalar motion to all downward motion (ex. Reh E, mm. 51), and sudden 
augmentation or diminution of repeated rhythmic values (reh. A mm. 17), are the most 
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prevalent such devices in ​Memento mori​.  Short cells are looped, in canonic displacement 
or not, changes are presented in a sudden, terraced way, and sensations of exposition, 
return, and forward drive are accomplished through just a few easily perceptible categories 
of variation as described above.  There is little sense of continuous linear development, 
despite the strongly processional affect of the material.  
In contrast, the melodic writing in Winter Sky is more free, idiomatic, and 
spacious. While more lyrical, the writing in this passage, rehearsal markings N to R, still 
resonates as an alternative proposal to the melodic variation typical of orchestral literature 
of the past.  One key reason seems again to be that motivic development, growth, and 
transformation is limited, although the limitations placed on this passage by the composer 
are different than those in ​Memento mori. ​ In my opinion, they are also more successful as 
music. 
The passage in question features a “daisy chain” of exposed solos for piccolo, 
violin, clarinet, oboe, and trumpet.  The piccolo makes the first presentation of the 
three-note “theme” of the movement, presented in a bare, straightforward manner, in a 
register and with accompaniment that allows for the melody to speak with acoustic clarity. 
Each subsequent solo either begins with the three-note phrase Eb–D–B or a transposition 
of it, or includes this short theme among other secondary activity.  
The secondary material is uniquely suited to each solo instrument, and subtle shifts 
in a globally static orchestral accompaniment are made in response to these idiomatic 
changes in timbre and style between instruments.  The piccolo solo is marked ​dolce, molto 
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espressivo, ​and the theme is lightly developed with short, upward glissandi and Saariaho’s 
hallmark variation thereof: small-interval glissandi which terminate in a grace note. ​ ​This 
gesture has multiple uses in Saariaho’s recent music, including her 2001 opera ​L’amour de 
loin ​, but when played by the piccolo in this passage resonates as an evocation of bird 
song.  Short encapsulations of three pitches each and of opposing direction in mm. 8-9 
instate a short fluttering of thematic development, but the line cadences as it opens with 
the theme plainly stated, again as before in quarter-note triplets.  
As the piccolo line ends, solo violin takes up the theme in unison, on artificial 
harmonics in the same register.  The violin’s variation of the theme (or, more accurately, 
venture from and return to the theme) is more energetic.  There is lyrical extension of the 
theme in mm. 13, and a sudden outburst of figuration in mm. 14. The part is marked 
sempre dolce, espressivo, ma libero ​which suggest a more passionate character than the 
piccolo solo.  The idiomatic material for the violin (and the violin itself) is a much 
stronger vehicle for muscular, dynamic expression.  This  contrasts with the sweet, avian 
material for piccolo. The change is abrupt, without a gradient or ramp of development to 
“prepare” the heightened melodic activity–rather, the preparation is a return to ​tabula 
rasa​: the linking three-note theme. As it is used as a link between the solos, this theme is 
is anti-developmental and recursive.  The lack of connecting development between the 
variations and the insistent, mantric recursion of the Eb-D-B theme are two key reasons 
the entire excerpt seems far more akin in abstract form to the baroque, organic variations 
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which occur in nature, as opposed to the prosaic, harmonically-oriented style of motivic 
development which is unique to the Western classical tradition.  
Music without functional harmonic underpinnings often features melodic variation 
which is more incantatory (especially if there is also no meter) and “improvisational,” 
with greater sophistication manifested in rhythms, articulations, pitch inflection, and 
ornaments than we may expect in common practice classical music, and late Romantic 
music especially. In a droning, slow-moving, or non-functional harmonic space, more 
room exists for melodies which emphasizes these four attributes. That is, more space than 
exists in tonal music, which “limits” melodic invention to a schedule of changes and 
arrivals and shifts the focus aware from textural details in favor of the expressive shaping 
of phrases.  
Without a tonal schedule, melody can take on more of the character of avian song, 
which is also sophisticated in articulation, inflection, and ornament.  “Primitive,” 
traditional, and ceremonial music for wind instruments often has this general character.  I 
would hypothesize that bird song forms the basis of all instrumental music-making by 
early mimesis and later abstraction, and that the literary and musical valence of birds to 
music composition is unique for this reason, distinct from other models and inspirations.  
While our singing voices are a native part of our physiology, instruments are a 
technological artifice for the imitation of animal vocalizations which the human vocal 
mechanism is not equipped to produce. Many of the oldest wind instruments known to 
modern archaeology are bird-bone fipple flutes. Examples include instruments found in 
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China, Slovenia, France, and Germany.  These may have been used as decoy calls for 1
bird-hunting or for ritualistic purposes related to the hunt or nature-worship more 
generally.  
These inventions and their technologically advanced descendants have extended 
our own voices into the realm of animal, celestial, and imaginary utterances. They also 
allow us to abstract and augment our vocal impulses with increased intricacy, amplitude, 
and angularity. The degree of abstraction from the voice on non-winds like the violin and 
piano is far greater. On the organ, piano, and their electronic progeny, sounding frequency 
can be almost entirely free of vocal implication, although singing quality can be 
reintroduced in composition and performance. By contrast, it seems likely that personal 
and cultural memory of hearing bird song, as well as evolutionary memories of imitating 
birds for religious ritual and self-preservation, are never far from any music-making 
humans do on our wind instruments. 
For these reasons, among others, bird songs have been of perennial interest to 
composers. Kaija Saariaho’s own particular interest has been not only in bird song, but 
also in bird ​flight. ​ The source and musical implications of this fascination with flight are 
described by flutist Camille Hointenga, the composer’s longtime collaborator, in 
published notes on Saariaho’s flute repertoire. Regarding the composition of ​Laconisme 
de l’aile ​ in 1981-82:  
“... Kaija Saariaho was studying in Freiburg and experimenting with incorporating 
‘noise’ in the form of airy sounds into a coherent flute composition. She associated 
the flute with birds, with primitive music and with legends, and she was also 
1 Hirst  
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interested in the flute ́s timbral continuum from low breathy tones into the clear 
and pure upper register. The piece she was working on became ​Laconisme de l 
́aile , which means brevity, or terseness, of the wing.”  2
 
For Saariaho, the birds in the poem of St.–Jean Perse were “symbols of something 
unreachable, spiritual, 'longing for eternity...'”   The excerpt of ​Oiseaux ​ which influenced 3
Laconisme de l ́aile  is the following: “Ignorant of their shadow, knowing of death only 
that immortal part which / is consumed in the distant clamour of great waters, they pass 
and leave us and we are no longer the / same. They are the space traversed by a single 
thought. / Laconism of the wing!....”  
In her own writings, the composer confirms that Perse’s text served both as a 
structural model and general inspiration for the musical material of ​Laconisme​, and 
describes in further detail the appeal of her chosen excerpt of the poem: 
“The possibility to move from secret whispers into clear, beautiful and 'abstract' 
sound was one of the starting points for Laconisme de l ́aile… Another important 
image on which I focused my mind when writing this piece was that of birds, not 
really their song but rather the lines they draw in the sky when flying. I had already 
started the piece when I felt the need to add a text in the beginning,which would in 
fact be the source for the musical material. The book ​Oiseaux (Birds) ​ by St.–Jean 
Perse… got into my hands in the public library of Freiburg, and I found a passage 
in this collection of poems that described somehow the images that I had in my 
mind: that of birds, fighting gravity, flying away, secret and immortal.”  4
 
In 2001, after the completion of the opera ​L’amour de loin, ​Saariaho wrote her 
fourth major work for Hoitenga, the flute concerto ​Aile du songe, ​which relates musically 
and programatically to the same excerpt of ​Oiseaux ​. ​That passage and its attendant themes 
2 Hoitenga 
3 ibid. 
4 Hoitenga 
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of flight, freedom, and naturalistic ignorance of life’s brevity continued to be meaningful 
sources of inspiration to Saariaho for multiple decades. The literary and musical qualities 
of Perse’s words suggest that the beauty of birds to Saariaho has a specific romanticism, 
and that she favors those avian behaviors and implications that could be described as 
“monodic.” That is to say that, to Saariaho, the individual bird tracing a path in flight, as 
in ​Laconisme​, and the individual bird who is singing, as demonstrated during a UC San 
Diego presentation shared in part with the MUS 210 class, are the archetypes which 
stimulate the composer’s creativity, and which she regards as beautiful.  
By contrast, more chaotic and potentially alienating behaviors of birds do not seem 
to serve as impetus for any Saariaho project. One example is the mobbing behavior of a 
massive starling murmuration,  akin in scale and violence to the behavior of crowds at a 5
political rally as described by Iannis Xenakis, and to the behavior of gas particles 
modelled in his 1956 work ​Pithoprakta ​. Another “crowd” behavior which has powerful 
musical implications is the deafening polyphonic sound mass of the dawn chorus, which, 
for one example, is presented as a kind of sonic cathedral in Olivier Messiaen’s opera ​St. 
Francis of Assisi​.  Messiaen and Saariaho certainly share an appreciation of the individual 
singing bird as a kind of “authority,”  even as a romantic or spiritual figure. Messiaen’s 6
interest in transcription of bird song and in the physical mechanism of avian singing is 
obvious and overt in many of his compositions. Saariaho, by contrast, seems to take bird 
5 See this amateur video of a starling murmuration in Ireland: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxfvseECDcs  
6 Messiaen’s own word, as translated from French in this orphaned (?) documentary footage: 
 “Oliver Messiaen on Birds II:” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xkKrD9knBvU 
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song as a more intuitive model for her searching, incantatory melodies, of which those in 
Winter Sky​ are excellent examples. As akin as these melodies are to bird song, they may 
just as well be heard as echoes of troubador/ ​trobairtiz ​tunes of the 12th-14th centuries, or 
perhaps the music of the Japanese ​shakuhachi​, placed in an environment of post-tonal, 
post-spectral harmony and timbre.  
Returning to analysis of ​Winter Sky ​with these connections in mind: upon the 
entrance of solo clarinet at reh. O, m. 18, more intense melodic variation and glossing are 
introduced than in either the piccolo or violin solos. The clarinet’s idiomatic attributes 
include wide leaps, more extreme figuration, and prominent trills, echoed by bassoons and 
contrabassoon in mm. 19-27. The violin, clarinet, and oboe solos take the melody furthest 
afield, while the initial piccolo and final trumpet solo are relatively subdued, the trumpet 
solo especially so. After the trumpet solo (mm. 34) concludes, there is a canon between 
piccolo, oboe, clarinet, and violin at reh. Q, m. 37.  Here, the motivic variation takes on a 
gently Mozartean flavor, in preparation for the crystallizing ​tutti​ at reh. R. The violin 
presents the theme, echoed by piccolo. The oboe answers in m. 40 with a rough inversion, 
gesturing up rather than down. At the termination of this canon, the aforementioned tutti 
version of the Eb-D-B motive is repeated three times; first ​dolce piano, ​then mezzo forte, 
and a third time ​poco disperato, fortissimo. ​ This crescendo serves as short transition to the 
second half of the movement at reh. T, mm. 76.  
Even as the middle solos introduce greater variance, all of the melodic wandering 
and filigree in the passage overall does not move the three-note motive into a new and 
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lasting transformation – no variation or elaboration truly sticks or accrues its own 
meaning. Each instrument’s deviations from the theme always collapse back into the 
original as first stated by solo piccolo, although each restatement is creatively orchestrated 
for varied color, depth, and mood. Likewise, the variations do not stray far enough from 
the motive to create much more than a very gentle sense of recapitulation at reh. R. What 
does speak strongly by the three repetitions at R is the mantric nature of Eb-D-B. We 
come to know that this motive is important in its unadorned, undeveloped form. It is not a 
flexible or germinal thematic material, as a similar three-note theme may be in Beethoven 
or Mozart, but an unmoving nucleus around which melodic invention may only 
ephemerally play, much like clouds moving across the sky in Saariaho’s memory of 
viewing the ​Orion ​constellation.  
During our group analysis, Nasim identified the Eb-D-B motive as a representation 
of the three-star belt of ​Orion​. Whether this geometric parallel was consciously instated by 
Saariaho or not, it is clear that the motive is a symbol for something which does not 
change, and whose unchanging nature is important. This would ring true even if the 
motive were primarily devised by Saariaho as a kind of compositional “comfort zone” 
around which to construct the materials for the Cleveland Symphony orchestra soloists. 
Taking a purely pragmatic view, the writing in this passage is effective for this reason: as 
the listener hears each solo expand from and return to the motive, the beguiling and 
idiomatic secondary material for each instrument speaks with clarity, being framed by the 
incantation of the theme and presented in close proximity with the other solos.  This is the 
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principle I have chosen to extrapolate from, due to its perceived musical effectiveness and 
because it provides a link with my secondary goal of examining natural variation for new 
musical models and a deeper understanding of “variation” itself.  
 
Extrapolation: natural models for musical variation  
In nature, successful, vital, or “identifying” traits persist through transmission 
(genetic reproduction, learning, etc.), while mutations, chance, and adaptation to new 
circumstances create unique variations in secondary traits. In life and in music, 
individuality is mostly manifested in secondary traits rather than in core traits.  For 
example, different passerine birds of the same species, or different populations of the same 
species which are geographically separate, may develop variations in song.  Across the 
population, elements which identify an individual bird as a member of his species are 
retained, while other more malleable features vary. These varying features may 
communicate the bird's regional origin, individual fitness and intelligence, or simply be 
accidents of learning and invention accrued during his unique life history.  
Song sparrows (​Melospiza melodia ​) provide a good example of vocal variation 
within a passerine species, because they are very common throughout North America, and 
their songs sound significantly different between regions.  The generic song sparrow song 
begins with 2-6 equally-spaced whistled exclamations and ends with an insect-like buzz. 
In between these two bookends of pure tones and buzz, individuals and regional groups 
may insert a diverse array of trills, with tempo, pitch/interval, and number of different 
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trills varying widely.   German ornithologists distinguish between the characteristic song 7
of a species ( ​gesang) ​ and a single iteration of the song by an individual ( ​strophe​).  8
Related individuals in the same region share a dialect.  Individual and regional 
differentiation are random in their initial genesis. Those variations which prove helpful 
and adaptive, or at least non-deleterious, persist.  For those of us organisms who can sing, 
evolution is a kind of process music.  
For my extrapolation, I wish to take lessons from Kaija Saariaho’s process of 
taking a poignant initial impetus as a guide for her music, as well as her penchant for 
non-standard melodic variation, and test them in different disciplines and orientations 
toward the extramusical world: bioacoustic science and linguistics rather than poetry, 
geometry, or dreams. This is not because the latter three areas of experience are of no 
interest to me–this is far from true–but because the former two may provide sonic material 
to work with from a project’s inception, in addition to providing fuel for creativity. ​ ​The 
inspirational models I have chosen in both bioacoustics and linguistics are: idiolects and 
dialects, ( ​strophe​ and ​gesang ​ of birds) and the differing verbal/vocal behaviors of males 
and females. 
 
Idiolects and dialects as rondo variations 
Some birds learn their songs, while others do not need to learn because their 
singing behavior, or at least a template for it, is innately programmed; in most cases, “an 
7 Cornell Lab of Ornithology.  
8 Catchpole pg. 10-11 
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intricate interplay” between genetic and social influences produces a bird’s mature song.  9
All individual passerine birds have an idiolect; depending on the species, there may be 
more or less variation between individuals, and more or less variation between deliveries 
of song by one individual. One musical realization of variance between two dialects, 
idiolects, or individual iterations of a song could be a rondo, or other situation with 
recurring material and intervening episodes. Taking, for example, the three field 
recordings of ​Melospiza melodia ​ songs available on the Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s bird 
song archive:  A song collected in Oregon in 1989 has four chipping notes, a buzz, four 10
“sweeting” notes, and another buzz. Another bird heard in Maine in 1962 has a more 
relaxed tempo. While the Maine song has a similar structure to the Oregon example, it 
adds multiple repetitions of the final buzz and a unique ending phrase. A final example 
collected in West Virginia in 2006 begins with only two repeated pure tones, much 
broader than the “chipping” opening of the other two examples. By comparison with the 
Oregon and Maine sparrows, this third song example is truncated, with the final buzz 
being omitted in favor of a chuckling, melodic phrase. Analyzing a spectrogram of each 
song could reveal more about what secondary traits distinguish these three individuals, 
separated by time and region, and also what traits they share.  
Musically extrapolating from this hypothetical body of impetus, I imagine a 
situation in which an ensemble plays three versions of a material, each version being 
recognizable as having the same basic template as the others. The variations are separated 
9 Catchpole pg. 45 
10 See: https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Song_Sparrow/sounds 
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by contrasting episodes. Coherence between the variations could be achieved by using an 
identical template each time, an underlying architecture which is the most platonic version 
of the material. In variations in which certain subevents of this platonic version did not 
occur, a muted or muffled reorchestration of previously heard material would be inserted. 
If a more unexpected behavior not included in the platonic model (such as the end of the 
West Virginia sparrow’s truncated song) were encountered, it would be raucously or 
uniquely orchestrated, and placed in the sequence of all variations such that a norm would 
be established in order to be broken by the unexpected event.  
While comparing samples of songbird ​strophe​ suggests a somewhat conventional 
rondo format, analysing an idiolect or dialect to generate a novel large-scale form is also 
interesting to me.  Spectral analysis of specific sound instances, such as the trombone low 
E in Gerard Grisey’s ​Partiels, ​ has always struck me as having the potential to form the 
basis of an honorific portraiture, enabling the creation of music which honors the source 
material in a non-arbitrary manner.  Time expansion of a sound event also generates novel 
and unexpected forms which still have a basis in familiar phenomena. In the conclusion of 
this essay, I will further discuss my interest in spectralism as a potential method of fusing 
my artistic interests, solidifying a musical practice, and honoring sources. 
Male/female vocal behaviors as heterophonic variations 
In birds, sexual dimorphism strongly differentiates the sounds each sex is capable 
of making, or capable of learning to make. Some female songbirds do sing complex songs, 
and while the “why” of this phenomenon is under-researched, it is currently known that 
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certain passerine species have singing rituals of astounding complexity between bonded 
pairs.  Black-bellied wren ( ​Pheugopedius fasciatoventris ​)  pairs sing in antiphony, using 11
“sexually antithetical” phrases, meaning that the female’s phrase contours are an inversion 
of the male’s, or vice versa.  Magpie larks ( ​Grallina cyanoleuca ​) sing duets in which 12
males supply the first two tones of a rhythmically regular three-note phrase, with females 
providing the third and concluding tone in each repetition. This pattern can also be 
reversed, and either member of the magpie lark pair may initiate the duet.  13
Rufous-and-white wrens ( ​Thryophilus rufalbus)​ sing remarkable elided duets, in which 
very similar but not identical phrases are sung by one pair member in canon with the 
other, forming a rhythmically tight hocket when the two songs overlap.  While the two 14
pair members sing the same phrase, the female’s is higher and pitch and shorter in 
duration. This gives the duet either a falling or rising modulatory contour, depending on 
which bird initiates.  Other birds which sing in hocketing duets include Adelaide’s 15
warbler and the Venezuelan troupial.  16
In humans, there is little to no dimorphism in terms of the phonemes that men and 
women are capable of uttering, although the dimensions of vocal range and loudness 
certainly manifest differences in expressive presentation, both between sexes and between 
individuals. Despite the two sexes being equipped to speak all of the same sounds, it 
11 Odom & Riebel 
12 Logue et. al 2007, in Odom & Riebel 
13 Odom & Riebel 
14 ​Ibid. See http://femalebird song.org/why-study-female-song/ for spectrographs and recordings of 
each bird described.  
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid.  
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seems clear from anecdotal experience that women and men use language in different, 
gender-specific ways, at least in American English. There is evidence, which will be 
discussed below, that those differences, if not universal or even necessarily biologically 
grounded, form a reliable binary distribution of tendencies. 
Historical linguistic research has generally tended to assume that male speech is 
normative and the site of linguistic innovation, with female speech evaluated for supposed 
deficits or deviations from that norm.   In 1990, William Labov established that a far 17
more interesting symbiosis exists between male and female speech in Standard American 
English. His findings are summarized as follows:  “Principle I: For stable sociolinguistic 
variables, men use a higher frequency of nonstandard forms than women... Principle Ia: In 
change from above, women favor the incoming prestige forms more than men... Principle 
II: In change from below, women are most often the innovators.”   An interesting model 18
for simultaneous variation between two forces emerges from these three principles of 
gendered language variation. Wolfram summarizes Labov’s claims: “Whereas Principle I 
deals with women’s tendency to use more standard or conservative forms than men, 
Principles Ia and II indicate that women are also more innovative than men, being the first 
to adopt incoming prestige forms from outside their communities.”  19
So, rather than simply lagging behind or neutrally modifying male-established 
speech innovations, women tend to be the drivers of change in phonetic formation and 
17 Wolfram p. 248 
18 Wolfram p. 237 
19 Wolfram pg. 237 
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speech melody, adopting new trends very quickly and frequently serving as initial 
innovators. Consistent rising speech melody (“uptalk”) is one timely example of the last 
few decades in American English, especially in the dialects of the Pacific Northwestern 
and coastal Southwest of the United States. This constantly interrogative intonation, which 
is still associated primarily with women and girls, may become more prevalent among 
other demographics over time.  
That said, men do not adopt new trends, such as “uptalk,” very readily, and make 
fewer enduring innovations in similar subtle aspects of language. However, in situations 
where two established forms of a word or phonetic feature coexist, such as gerunds which 
may be pronounced with the ending -g or without, men use the novel or non-standard form 
at higher rates, for example,  ​fishin’ ​ instead of  ​fishing ​.  Furthermore, Labov’s principle I 
has also been shown to hold true in British and Australian English as well as in American 
English.  When two forms of a word exist, women will tend to prefer a more standard 20
form of a word or phrase (i.e. ​fishing ​), especially if doing so conveys propriety. However, 
women will readily adopt a novel form from “outside” if using the new form conveys 
prestige.  
Considering how male and female subsets of English speakers process our shared 
language differently, as described by Labov, I imagine two hands of a pianist. The two 
hands share a body of materials. Perhaps these correspond to words or phrases, or to the 
envelopes of certain phonemes, or to speech rhythm and melody. The two hands would 
20 Odom & Riebel 
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not have a conversation, but would heterophonically “read a text” of these phrases. Each 
hand would be assigned different variant tendencies. The left hand may tend to 
emphatically articulate phrases which the right glosses over or turns into ornaments; the 
right hand may introduce novel transformations or mutations of an already well-repeated 
phrase, which the left may either ignore or adopt and run to extremes with. The pace of 
this music would likely be quite slow, but based on some unifying groove with multiple 
levels of rhythmic subdivision, as well as a unifying harmonic field, so that subtle 
variations in the behavior of each hand could speak clearly. Perhaps an effective initiation 
for this process would be to introduce variation in ornaments only, with changes 
eventually manifesting in more polyphonic variation of the core melody. 
Returning to the model of duetting songbirds, implications come to mind for vocal 
music. For birds, songs convey the fitness level of the singer and some information about 
the immediate environment. At the same time, individual phonemes, pitches, and phrases 
do not have semantic meaning the same way that human vocalizations do.  A vocal piece 
could combine the structures of avian duetting behavior with the added dimension of 
words and poetry. Imagine that a piece of polyphony vocal music, a duet or larger, is built 
around a relationship between a line (A), and a variation of that line with similar rhythm 
and contour (B). Lines A and B would each be assigned a text, and the text of B would be 
a slight variation of A, close in meaning but with subtle changes whose valence or 
necessity is not clear. Heard each on their own with no canonic overlap, it would be clear 
that A and B were related, and that one were a variation or modulation of the other.  The 
19
challenge and crux of the project would be to construct these two phrases and align them 
in canon such that, in the area of canonic overlap between the delivery of A and the 
delivery of B, words and pitches hocketed between the two parts would reveal both 
unexpected poetic images and harmonic implications, which would disappear when only 
one line continued to sound.  While the hocketing behaviour of birds that sing in pairs 21
tends to be astoundingly high in tempo, it would be interesting to test the efficacy of a 
material that achieved the above goals at a range of tempi: what would be more important 
and affecting, intelligibility of meaning at the overlap, or the sense of surprise felt when 
the overlap suddenly reveals hidden meanings embedded in the interlocking sequences of 
words and tones? If this device proved to be musically and textually successful, the 
process could be continued through time with three related streams of variation: in the text 
and melody of the lines, in the degree or duration of their temporal overlap, and in the 
types of events which arise from this overlap. Text, melody, and number of lines would 
have to be thoughtfully calibrated to keep the music from becoming tedious or precious. In 
my imagination, more than two lines engaged in this kind of cipher or game would be 
more musically “safe,” perhaps because of decreased intimacy, although involving too 
many voices may endanger intelligibility.  
 
 
 
21 Odom & Riebel. Refer to the spectrogram of the Rufous-and-white wren duet for a visual aid to 
this explanation. 
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Concluding reflections 
That a composition may take other music as its model or point of departure is 
amply evidenced throughout history. Imitation, appropriation, and creative re-arranging 
are the fundamental lineage of all music. Of structural derivation of new music from 
existing music, there are many examples: polyphonic vocal compositions which are built 
on a ​cantus firmus; ​variations written on another composer’s theme; parodies of previous 
works; contrafacts of pre-existing harmonic progressions; pastiche; and both blatant or 
embedded quotations, often to give a nod to an important musical influence.  
It does not seem clear that many composers before the 20th century sought models 
in non-sounding phenomena to help them invent novel forms or content. While words 
have been sung on musical pitches since prehistory to convey meaning, the practice of 
making music which is “about” non-sounding and non-verbal objects or events seems to 
be a more recent development. This is especially true of the practices of making music in 
response to works of visual art and of sonifying data. Math and measurement are a strong 
aid in making music from a non-musical experience or model, and sound which is 
arranged according to mathematical or aleatoric process can reveal serendipitous beauty 
and integrity.  
 I was first attracted to composition after discovering that notated music could not 
only exist in association with a literary or imaginative program, but could honor a 
programmatic subject concretely, through embedded references, formal parallels, and 
musical ciphers, invented either mathematically or intuitively. The idea that an inspiration, 
21
from some facet of my experiences, could “teach” me an analogous musical structure has 
always been appealing. My first compositional attempts were essentially highly coded 
love songs about people, things, and concepts, with irretrievably buried dedications. Even 
as my intentions have matured, a perennial issue for me is that truly hearing music within 
these derived structures (which do not resemble familiar music, such as jazz chord 
progression, which I can hear improvised lines over) is far more difficult than dreaming 
within them, and often seems self-defeating.  Kaija Saariaho’s practice of creating a form 
diagram is familiar to me, although my approach is less visual and more verbal. I often 
create a highly detailed text description of what I want to write before audiating any music 
whatsoever. This is invigorating, but problematic. In analysing Saariaho’s music and 
learning about her compositional processes, and those of other composers in the 
experimental music field, it seems clear that my habit of verbal dreaming is insufficient 
without a more substantial musical process operating in parallel at the start of each new 
project.  
Obviously, a certain amount of searching, experimentation, and adaptation to each 
new project or situation will always be in play if I continue to write music. However, 
changes in approach could be intentionally applied to make my process more functional 
and more strongly grounded in sound. I hope to experiment with spectral analysis as a 
starting point for composition going forward, and to apply that technique to beautiful and 
interesting sound phenomena like bird song, as described in the imaginative extrapolations 
in this essay. I also wish to develop musical materials which have a similar resolution of 
22
detail to my poetry. Finally, I know I can benefit from more thoroughly exploring those 
harmonies, melodies, and rhythms that I habitually audiate and find interesting. 
Holistically, I wish to find a fruitful meeting point for my interests in musical sound, 
poetry and words, and the natural sciences. Doing so will certainly require becoming more 
rigorously engaged with each area of interest, and judiciously handling the forces exerted 
by extramusical impetus as a project develops.  Ultimately, I wish to connect my curiosity 
and enthusiasm about varied topics with a more sonically anchored practice, in order to 
make music while also learning about the world, and through my compositions expressing 
a “spectrally honorific” appreciation for what I see and hear.  
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!
Chamber Cantata, John the Baptist in the Wilderness 
Words and music by Sammi Jo Stone !!
I. Prelude (Sinfonia) 
II. Recitative (Baritone) 
  In those days a man went, alone, wandering in the wild places of 
earth; 
  And of the same man they said, “his voice cries there, unheard.” 
  For meat, the man had none but that of the cicadas; 
  His raiment, woven from the hair of wild horses. !
III. Canon (Chorus) 
  Solar red, a raiment to cover him, 
  Luminously in his wandering 
  Among the downy foals, among the boulders and the stones 
  Bright and restless, wandering. 
  
IV. Recitative (Baritone) 
  The man who was wandering paused 
  in his still-shining coat, 
  Seen only by the sun’s great eye. 
  He spoke, and was beset upon by no human listener. 
  Beset upon instead he was by darting, winged colors: 
  They came to consider this man, 
  To them a prodigious flower. !
V. Aria (Soprano) 
  Each soul has plundered his piece of the sky 
  To wear on his chin as a valorous badge: 
  These tyrants of smallness 
  Announce their chosen stature from the highest of the boughs !
  The sun may betray an image of the lighted leaves; 
  He may err in his path of flight; 
  When the claw does not curl,  
  When the wing fails in confoundment of the air; 
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  His hidden store of patience now he may reveal, 
  A watchman for the morning. !
  This soul has plundered his piece of the sky, 
  To hold as a mirror before the creator, 
  King among small things, un-adhered star,  
  Restored to his place on the highest of the boughs.  !
VI. Recitative (Baritone) 
  Hearing no voices, but those of the birds, 
  Receiving no audience but that of the stones 
  The man, he ceased in speaking, and rest did he from wandering !
  He saw the boulders be washed by rain 
  Be painted with lichens and moss, and be concealed by snow 
  He saw the beasts in their traversal of the land 
  He saw mountains arising around him.  !
VII. Canon (Chorus) 
  Faded coat to cover him 
  With mountains arising around him 
  Concealed beneath the mosses, concealed beneath snow 
  Patient, hidden, and waiting. !
VIII. Recitation (Soprano) 
  Like a brother to the boulders, the man waited; 
  Covered in moss, concealed by ice, and washed by rain; 
  His wandering over, resting in weariness and in wonderment. !
  He saw the darting colors, heralding the sun; 
  he saw their brethren nesting in the sage and hunting in the water; 
  He saw the retreating ocean reveal her hidden countries,  
  and rise again to claim the young mountains.  !
  In those days, the man had gone, alone 
  To traverse and to speak among the wild places; 
  Now, with faded horse-hair coat, in stillness and silence, 
  The man did not speak, but wondered: 
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!
  What question was he, in his learned weariness,  
  now fit to ask of the Creator, 
  whose face he had seen only as a reflection 
  on the chin of each small bird, 
  And whose shadow fell, in secret, beneath each boulder? !
  What might the man be fit to receive,  
  And to bestow upon those who followed? !
  The stars, sweet and mutely bright, offered no comfort to the man; 
  Yet in the loudness of the birds and the great silence of the stones, 
  Resounded the only answer which has always resounded 
   and will resound forever: !
  The mountains arise around us, and fall, 
  Change which can not be halted. 
  We may traverse the earth in wandering, 
  Or we may wait in stillness to see— 
  To see the bones of those who came before us 
  Be revealed by the churning of the land; 
  And to receive whatever benedictions can be heard, 
  From high boughs and low waters, 
  From those who are here now, among us.  !!
IX. Chorale 
 Earth hidden and cold revealed by the sun; 
 the moss covers the stones after the snow has gone. 
 In the loudness of the birds, the silence of the stones 
 Found in traversal of the earth, or in great stillness; 
 In loss and change may we, in what changes, perceive 
 Divinity in all that is and shall be.  !!
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8: Recitation  
 
 
Spoken: 
Like a brother to the boulders, the 
man waited; 
Covered in moss, concealed by ice, 
and washed by rain; 
His wandering over, resting in 
weariness and in wonderment. 
 
He saw the darting colors, heralding 
the sun; 
he saw their brethren nesting in the 
sage and hunting in the water; 
He saw the retreating ocean reveal 
her hidden countries,  
and rise again to claim the young 
mountains.  
 
In those days, the man had gone, 
alone 
To traverse and to speak among the 
wild places; 
Now, with faded horse-hair coat, in 
stillness and silence, 
The man did not speak, but 
wondered: 
 
What question was he, in his learnéd 
weariness, now fit to ask of the 
Creator, 
whose face he had seen only as a 
reflection 
on the chin of each small bird, 
And whose shadow fell, in secret, 
beneath each boulder? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What might the man be fit to receive,  
And to bestow upon those who 
followed? 
 
The stars, sweet and mutely bright, 
offered no comfort to the man; 
Yet in the loudness of the birds and 
the great silence of the stones, 
Resounded the only answer which 
has always resounded and will 
resound forever: 
 
The mountains arise around us, and 
fall, 
Change which can not be halted. 
We may traverse the earth in 
wandering, 
Or we may wait in stillness to see: 
 
To see the bones of those who came 
before us  
Be revealed by the churning of the 
land; 
 
And to receive whatever benedictions 
can be heard, 
From high boughs and low waters, 
 from those who are here now, among 
us.  
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